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Introduction

This section will explain how users and groups work in Linux distributions such as Ubuntu or Debian, as 
well as explain how you can apply good cybersecurity practices to secure them.

In these materials examples will be shown using Ubuntu, however most skills are applicable to Debian; 
especially command line operations.

This section will use GUI tools and Terminal(CLI) commands to carry out changes to the users and groups.
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Level 1
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Users - Settings App

The easiest way to add, remove and change users is using 
the settings application. It can be reached by either 
searching for “users” or in the “details” tab.

Most settings on this page cannot be changed until you 
have entered your password using this button:

This screen looks slightly different depending on the 
version of Ubuntu you are using, but will have the same 
basic functionality.
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Adding Users

To add a user, you click the    add user  button and fill in 
the user’s name, password and whether they are an 
administrator (are in the sudo group). 

Passwords should be long, hard to guess, and contain 
upper and lowercase letters, numbers and symbols. An 
example of a secure password is: “gZw)+3NW5EP*Vqh6” 
(please don’t use this password now!)
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Removing Users

To remove a user, you click on the remove user 
button. You will then have the option of keeping or 
deleting their files. This is up to you and depends on 
the reason for deleting the user.
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Make sure to double check when 
deleting users as incorrectly deleting a 

user will cost you points in 
CyberCenturion



Modifying Users

You can also modify users when they are selected. Here 
you can change their password, name, whether they are 
an administrator, and whether they login automatically.

Automatic login is less secure as anyone can gain access 
to the account without the password. This should be 
turned off.

Any users that should not be administrators should be 
modified, as this presents a security risk.
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Groups
In Linux groups are collections of users that share the same permissions. These permissions 
can be read, write or execute permissions. 

You should take care when modifying groups as it is relatively easy to make a mistake and 
lock yourself out of permissions with no way of undoing it. This is very important during the 
Cyber Centurion Competition, as if you lock yourself out, you will likely have to reload the virtual 
machine image again from scratch!
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Groups - Displaying 
A quick way to display all the groups on a Linux machine 
is by typing the terminal command “groupmod” and 
pressing tab 3 times. Thislist of groups is also stored in 
the directory “/etc/group”. 

To display all groups along with their IDs, the command 
“cat /etc/group” can be used. This will display the group 
name along with it’s ID and members.
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Groups - Displaying 
To Display the groups a user belongs to, the command “groups <username>” can be used.

If no username is specified, it will by default display the user you are logged in as.

In this example, “matthew” is a member of the groups “matthew” and “sudo”.
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Defaults to user that is logged in, in this 
case:  “harry”



Groups - Adding groups
To add a group, the command “groupadd <name>” can be used. Note that this command requires sudo 
permissions as you are modifying /etc/group.

Here is an example of adding a new group:

As you can see, the group “centurion” now exists.
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Groups - Deleting groups
To delete a group, the command “groupdel <name>” can 
be used. Note that this command requires sudo 
permissions as you are modifying /etc/group.

Here is an example of removing the group “centurion”:

As you can see, the group “centurion” now no longer 
exists.
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Never delete the sudo group. 
This will break the system!



Groups - Adding Users
To add a user to a group, the command “usermod -a -G 
<group> <username>” can be used.

In this example I add the user “harry” to the group 
“centurion”. Once this is completed you can see in 
/etc/group that the centurion group now has the user 
harry in it.
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Groups - Removing Users
To remove a user from a group you could use the 
“usermod” command without the “-a” (append) tag, but 
this requires you to list all groups you want them to be 
member of. This can be a very long list for some users, 
and has the potential to make serious mistakes, e.g. 
removing yourself from sudo group. 

Consider instead the command “deluser <username> 
<groupname>” as you only have to specify the user and 
the group to remove them from.
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Guest Login
(This section is only relevant to Ubuntu versions below 
17.10, as in this version they switch the login manager 
from LightDM to GDM)

Allowing users to login as a guest is a security risk, as it 
allows anyone access to the machine without an account.

To disable it, you must edit the lightdm config file at 
/etc/lightdm/lightdm.conf. The line “allow-guest = false” 
must be added to the file.
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Automatic login - 17.10 and above
In Ubuntu versions 17.10 and above, to disable automatic 
login (login without a password), you must edit the GDM 
config file at /etc/gdm3/custom.conf.

The line that enables automatic login is here

You can see that the user “harry” has automatic login 
enabled.

To disable this, simply remove these lines, or comment 
them out by adding a # symbol to the start of the line. 
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Automatic login - below 17.10
In Ubuntu versions below 17.10, to disable automatic login (login without a password), you must edit 
the LightDM config file at /etc/lightdm/lightdm.conf.

To disable automatic login simply remove any lines that reference “autologin”.
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Disabling root account
Ubuntu comes with an account called “root” which has root privileges(as the name suggests). It is safer to 
disable this account and instead give individual users permissions and use the sudo command. It also 
allows for auditing of root commands.

To disable the root account, use the command “passwd -l root”. This locks the account by changing the 
password to a value which matches no possible encrypted value.
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Level 3
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Permissions

In Linux file permissions are separated by Owner, Group, and Others. This means that 
permissions can be specified for the owner, a specified group, and everyone else.

An example of how permissions could be utilised would be in a shared “manager” directory. In 
this directory the owner would have read,write and execute permissions, as would the group 
“manager”, while everyone else would have no permissions. This allows a directory to be used 
by members of a particular group.
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Permissions Cont.
Permissions can be written one of two ways; either 
in a “rwx rwx rwx” format, or as a number such as 
“777”. 

In the written format, the blocks specify the owner, 
group and others permissions respectively.

In the numbered format each number represents the 
owner group and others permissions. 
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Permissions - Display

To display the a directory or file’s permissions, 
the command “ls -l <directory>” can be used.

In this example the permissions for the 
directory “centurion” are “rwx rwx r-x”.
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Permissions - Display

To modify a directory or file’s permissions. The 
command “chmod <code> <directory>”. 

In this example I change the permissions of 
the directory “centurion” to “744” which is 
equivalent to “rwx r-- r--”.
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Take extra care when modifying file 
permissions, as this has the potential to lock 

you out of files or the entire system.


